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“the mindset that you 
have is the mindset that 
you have earned by the 
way you continually 

think and react”
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INTRODUCTION
THE WAY WE WORK

One of the most interesting things 
about mental skills is that many high 
level athletes utilize them, even 
though they may not realize it. They 
may call it different names (i.e. “lock-
ing in”, “getting my mind right”, “getting 
hype”, etc.), but these are mental skills. 
The following manual is a distilled ver-
sion of some of the key tactical mental 
skills that have been used for decades 
by military personnel, elite level ath-
letes, and high performers. We know 
it is very important to you that we pro-
vide information that does not over-
whelm with details, and is relevant and 
relatable (10,11). Regardless of your level 
of experience with mental skills, we 
hope that you are able to take this in-
formation, make it your own, and build 
upon it going forward. The goal is to 
create mentally tough athletes; those 
who are able to perform during times 
of stress, regardless of the situation(20). 

We hope you create situations where-
by you are encouraging and rewarding  
yourself as you create these new hab-
its(7,8).  As an elite athlete, you can only 
build strong performances from your 
strengths(6), and with some help from 
several areas of the field of psychol-
ogy, we hope to position these tacti-
cal mental skills as an area of strength 
within your development.

All the best,

Josiah Igono, PhD, CSCS
Founder, All Things Performance
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PHILOSOPHY
 PLAYER-CENTRIC FOCUS

The player-centric focus is the approach  
All Things Performance uses, as it is an 
in-depth look at the athlete’s individual 
strengths and weaknesses. If the play-
er himself is not right, the team suffers. 
Therefore it becomes of great interest to 
work at putting the 
best version of all of 
our athletes on the 
field. Being physical-
ly, mechanically, and 
fundamentally pre-
pared must now be 
coupled with mental 
and emotional readi-
ness. In doing so, you 
give yourself a cat-
egorical advantage 
over your competi-
tion.

ATP exists to aug-
ment the height of 
athletic performance and depth of player 

awareness through testing, assessment, 
and education.

Testing. Where a player stands/scores 
on various qualitative and quantitative 
measures.

Assessment. The 
value attributed 
to the said meas-
ures (i.e. high, 
moderate, low, 
etc.).

Education. The 
litany of resourc-
es that are made 
available both 
generally and 
individually to 
members of All 
Things Perfor-
mance.

“ATP exists to 
augment the height of 
athletic performance 
and depth of player 
awareness through 
testing, assessment, 

and education”.
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PROGRESSIVE 
RELAXATION

HOW TO DO IT:
 
1. Find a quiet, comfortable environ-
ment.

2. Rate how you are feeling (i.e.1-10), 
and compare it to the end of the ses-
sion.

3. Deep Centering Breaths: Take the next  
three minutes and take several slow, 
deep breaths (use a 3-2-5 count…3 
second inhale/2 second hold/5 second 
exhale).

4. Hands: Make fists with one (or both) 
hand(s) just hard enough to feel tension 
and muscles engaged; do not force it. 
HOLD 3 seconds. Relax by letting fin-
gers unclench slowly. Notice the differ-
ence between original tension and on-
set relaxation. Repeat 2-3x’s.

5. Forearms: Start with palms down on 
the arms of a chair or on resting on 
your lap. Bend wrists back with your 
fingers pointing toward the ceiling. 
You will naturally feel tension. HOLD 
3 seconds. Relax by letting your hands 
smoothly return flat on the arms of the 
chair or your lap. Notice the difference 
between original tension and onset re-
laxation. Repeat 2-3x’s.

6. Shoulders: Shrug your shoulders as 
high up as possible, trying to touch 
your ears. Create tension, and HOLD 
3 seconds. Relax by letting your shoul-
ders and traps drop back down. Notice 

the difference between original tension 
and onset relaxation. Repeat 2-3x’s.

7. Now that you are getting the hang 
of this pattern, use this technique on 
your eyes, face, neck, biceps, thighs, 
and calves.

Notice the difference between tension and 
onset relaxation.
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PROGRESSIVE MUSCLE RELAXATION 
SERVES TO RESET THE BODY.

WHAT IS PROGRESSIVE RELAXATION: 
This is a technique used to get you to a more relaxed state. 
Ironically, it utilizes “tension” as the body eventually becomes 
more loose, calm, and relaxed (1, 2, 16, 17).

EXAMPLE:
Johnny Baseball recognizes that he is getting unusually nerv-
ous. His next at-bat will likely influence the outcome of the 
game. Johnny takes a centering breath and while he is waiting, 
performs progressive relaxation techniques with his hands and 
his forearms (twice each). He finishes these exercises with an-
other centering breath.
 
He hits in the go-ahead run.
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HOW TO DO IT 
1. Choose an area, object, etc. within (or out-
side) the field of play. It is preferable that this 
focal point is static during practice/competi-
tion.

2. Lock in on this focal point for 3-5 seconds 
(or more) if necessary.

3. Attach an emotion/feeling to the focal 
point that will elevate performance.

4. The power of a focal point is heightened 
when a trigger/cue/command words are 
used with it (i.e.: “breathe”, “relax”, “smooth”).

FOCAL POINTS
WHAT IT IS:
A focal point is a person, object, or 
area that an athlete can redirect to 
for a few seconds to help reset fo-
cus before re-engaging in the task at 
hand (4,15, 16, 17, 21). Sometimes, these 
are referred to as attentional cues. 
Research has shown time and again 

that multi-tasking is not effective(3, 

9, 12, 14). The effect of focal points can 
be amplified if they are coupled with 
command words.

Benefit: Minimizes mental clut-
ter. Although you can do multiple 
things, you can only fully  focus on 
one thing at a time.

5 SECONDS
Thought-sampling studies have yielded that 
the average length of time during which 
thought content actually is sustained on tar-
get is approximately 5 seconds (21). More sim-
ply put, the average person is only able to 
“lock in” on a target for 5 seconds…this is why 
simply even having a focal point is a big deal.
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EXAMPLE OF FOCAL POINTS:

FOCAL POINTS HELP 
TO MINIMIZE MENTAL 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
CLUTTER.

Suzie Hooper has not played her best game. 
She began the game strong, and has been 
up and down for two quarters. She remem-
bers what she learned about focal points and 
starts to apply those skills. 

She finds an advertisement banner that is 
directly to the right of the opposing team’s 
hoop. She focuses on the word “Can” in the 
advertisement. She recalls why she decided 
to pursue baseball…her family. 

Her shooting eventually stabilized, and when 
she got off course, she would return to the 
focal point, take a deep breath, and returned 
to work. She began to start doing this auto-
matically during different moments during the 
game.

She finished with a great performance, and her 
team got the win.
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CHAMPIONSHIP
VOCABULARY/COMMAND WORDS

WHAT IT IS...
Command words are 
those that can incite fo-
cus and relaxation. If 
used frequently enough, 
they can condition a de-
sired response for you(2, 13, 

15, 16, 17, 18). Your words are 
powerful because, often 
times, words are the pre-
decessor of behavior.

Benefit: Creates and in-
fluences predetermined 
behavior paterns.

HOW TO DO IT
1. Choose a powerful word or a phrase 
that you can say internally or out loud.

2. Repeat these words during various 
scenarios.

3. Continually repeating this exercise 
will begin to condition you to more 
readily enter into a high-performance 
state.
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YOUR WORDS MATTER
 CHOOSE THEM WISELY

EXAMPLE...
Lenny Linebacker has started the season 
off strong, but has gone for a stretch of 
about five games where he has not been 
his usual self. He goes back to his men-
tal skills toolbox, and starts to use his old 
command word. The command word that 
he chose for himself at the beginning of the 
season was “attack”. Before each rep during 
sprints he uses the word “attack”. As a part 
of his pre-snap routine, he would envision 
the word “attack” in bright neon letters. 

He has noticed higher levels of consist-
ency, more quality reads, and an overall 
heightened level of energy and awareness 
as a result.

RESEARCH 
SHOWS...
that  when  it  comes to self-talk...It is 
best to keep it simple (2).  Using a laundry 
list of rules, or being too complicated can 
lead to choking and have a detrimental 
effect on performance.  Keep it short and 
sweet. 
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CHAMPIONSHIP 
BODY LANGUAGE
HOW TO DO IT:
 
1. Acting ‘as if’ you are confident, aggressive, pas-
sionate, etc. helps stimulate emotion-specific chang-
es within your body.

2. After a critical mistake, immediately shake it off, 
and show nothing but ice-cold confidence.

3. Head: Keep your head up, especially after a mis-
take or an error.

4. Hands: Keep your hands from fidgeting.

5. Eyes: Lock in on an opponent, especially after a 
mistake or an error.

6. During live competition, refrain from displaying 
lingering disappointment in yourself or your team-
mates.

7. Spend time in power poses* as shown in Various 
Power Poses image.

8. “Power Poses” is a term popularized by acclaimed 
psychologist, Dr. Amy Cuddy. Her book, Presence, 
and viral TED Talk video are recommended.

EXAMPLE...
Johnny Baseball has just made a critical error 
on defense in the 7th inning. Everyone can see 
the noticeable change in his body language. 
As the inning continues, he bobbles a hard-hit 
ground ball, and fails to turn the double play. 

For some strange reason, he remembers some-
thing he learned about championship body 
language, and he immediately smiles pounds 
his glove three times, like nothing happened.

For the rest of the game, he maintains cham-
pionship body language, and played stellar de-
fense.

Acting ‘as if’ you are confident, aggressive,   
passionate, etc. helps stimulate emotion-specific 
changes within your body.
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VARIOUS POWER 
POSES

WHAT IS CHAMPIONSHIP BODY 
LANGUAGE?
Your body language can directly affect your performance by 
regulating internal and external processes. One’s body lan-
guage ultimately influences behavior (1,13, 16, 17).

Benefit: Improves confidence, presence, and performance.

MORE THAN AN “ACT”
One thing to keep in mind is that body language works both ways. Not only can 
the environment influence you, but YOU can impose your presence on the en-
vironment.  Using Championship Body Language (especially in uncomfortable 
scenarios) is powerful, and we need to remind ourselves to put these concepts  
to the test because:

A. Action 
C. Changes
T. Things 
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HOW TO DO IT
1. Deep Breath (Simple, but highly effec-
tive).

2. “Wipe away” a bad pitch by brushing dirt 
off of the rubber.

3. Squeeze the rosin bag, transferring your 
emotions into it, then throw it behind you.

4. Take off your hat to let off steam; clear 
your brow. Put your hat back on when 
you’re fully engaged on the next pitch.

5. Turn away from the plate temporarily.

6. Grab some dirt or grass, squeeze it, trans-
ferring your frustrations into it, and toss it 
away.

RELEASE TECHNIQUES
LEARNING TO LET GO

WHAT IT IS:
A release technique is a physi-
cal act representing ‘letting go’ 
of psychological baggage. At-
tributed here to Dr. Ken Raviz-
za(16,17), a release technique 

helps you reset during stressful 
moments in competition.

Benefit: Assists in redirecting 
frustration.
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EXAMPLE OF RELEASE TECHNIQUES:

RELEASE TECHNIQUES 
CAN BE USED 
ANYWHERE. THEY WORK 
PARTICULARLY WELL FOR 
FIELD SPORTS.

Gavin Golfer has had a rough first 5 holes. His 
thoughts are racing, and he can’t seem get them 
under control. For whatever reason, he is not on 
his A-game today. As he continues, he decides 
to use a release technique if he ran into trouble, 
or needed to slow the game down. 

Gavin decides to step off to the side, pinch a few 

blades of grass (slightly harder than usual, trans-
ferring his negative frustration into the pinch) 
and finish by using the word “next” before he 
steps back on the mound. 

After doing this during two more critical mo-
ments in the match, his nerves stabilized, he 
gained clarity, and ended up performing well.
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REFRAMING
HOW TO DO IT
Instead of saying:
“I can’t do X”

Say this instead:
“I can do X when I do Y”

Example 1:
Don’t say this:
“I can’t sink a put”

Say something like this:
“I can sink a put when I stay bal-
anced”

Example 2:
Don’t say this:
“I’m having trouble throwing strikes 
right now”

Say something like this:
“I can throw strikes when I get full 
extension”

WHAT IT IS
Reframing is a highly effective way of trans-
forming a negative or helpless statement 
into a process-driven/solution-focused 
statement. Athletes often have maladaptive 
sentences they fall back on, and reframing 
helps to obliterate them.

Benefit: Transforms negative thought and 
speech patterns. How something is framed 
directly impacts subsequent behaviors (9).

60K
The average individual can have upwards of 
60,000 thoughts per day(18). The interesting 
thing is  that many of these thoughts are 
negative. As a high level performer, this sta-
tistic is powerful because thoughts are able 
to spiral if they are not corralled quickly. 
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VISUALIZATION

WHAT IT IS
Visualization occurs when you engage in 
mentally playing out past and imagined fu-
ture performances. Many athletes spend 
large amounts of time visualizing and do 
not realize it. Visualization is also referred 
to as imagery, mental rehearsal, and imagi-
nal experiences.

Benefit: Provides somewhat unlimited 
reps for performance scenarios and suc-
cesses. Visualization also primes your mind 
and body for performance (2, 5, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 21).

HOW TO DO IT
1. Pre-determine where you will be when the 
session will take place.

2. Begin visualization session with relaxation 
techniques and centering breaths.

3. Recall two or three stellar performanc-
es, and mentally replay them over and over 
again.

4. Recall and remember the smells, sights, 
sounds, feel, and taste of those moments 
in vivid detail. Example: An All-Star caliber 
defensive performance by an in-fielder 
who was smooth and relaxed, clearly re-
membered the sound of PA announcer’s 

voice, the smell of popcorn and a freshly 
cut field, the taste of David’s BBQ Sun-
flower seeds, and the hostile crowd in the 
opponent’s stadium.

5. Relive the different emotions and feelings 
that you experienced in critical moments, 
and repeat them.

6. Visualize overcoming tough or adverse sit-
uations, and always FINISH with victory.

EXAMPLE
Johnny Baseball utilizes two different visu-
alization routines before he competes:

Example 1: For 15 minutes, Johnny will vis-
ualize the starting pitcher and some of the 
key relievers with his eyes closed. Some-
times he utilizes this technique with some 
of his favorite music coming through his 
headphones. During this session, he visu-
alizes things happening in full speed, using 
different scenarios, and always finishing 
with victory.

Example 2: Sometimes, Johnny will visual-
ize tough/adverse scenarios that may occur 
during the game and will utilize one of his 
coaches to hit him ground balls as he simu-
lates this during his extra work. The entire 
time, he is envisioning his next opponent. 
As he goes through these tough scenarios, 
he always finishes with victory.

SEEING IT BEFORE IT HAPPENS
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THOUGHT STOPPING
WHAT IT IS
Thought-stopping is a technique 
(which some experts may deem 
controversial) in which you  
will attempt to “stop” negative 
thoughts through simple verbal-
physical sequence(2,21).

Benefit: Curtails negative 
thoughts from gaining 
momentum.

HOW TO DO IT
 
1. Scan for negative thoughts.

2. Once a negative (self-defeating)
thought creeps in, utter the words, 
“STOP” or “NO” (Athlete can visualize a 
STOP sign to amplify effect).

3. Thought stopping also works well 
when it is accompanied by a physical cue 
(i.e. handclap, chest/thigh slap, etc).

4. Visualize a “Green Light” (after you 
have vizualized the correct response and 
are ready to execute) for heightened ef-
fect.

5. RETURN TO TASK.
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EXAMPLE
From time to time, Suzie Hooper lets neg-
ative thinking get the best of her. If she 
doesn’t stop soon enough, these thoughts 
start to spiral out of control. She remembers 
a technique called “thought stopping”, and 
decides to use it during practice and com-
petition. 

When she had the thought of, “I can’t fig-
ure it out”, she audibly said the word “STOP” 
while simultaneously clapping. She repeat-
ed an affirmation statement, “I am a highly 
talented athlete”, took a deep breath before 
going back to work. 

This is Suzie’s favorite tactical mental skill, 
and she uses it often with success.
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HOW TO DO IT
There is a simple 4-word formula that will 
get you to learn and reflect at an accelerated 
rate: “Did Well. Do Better.” After each 
performance, make an exhaustive list of 
what you did well, and what you can do 
better. 

With repetition, you will notice that this 
list will start to reveal patterns, will give 
laser-focused direction, and affirm areas of 
strength.

REFLECTION

WHAT IT IS:
Many athletes do not take the 
time to reflect. This is tragic be-
cause many opportunities to
learn and fortify skills are lost. Re-
flection should be a regular part of 

development, and it is a skill that 
can be developed.

Benefit: Enhances learning by stra-
tegically reviewing past scenarios(3, 

16, 17, 19).

EXAMPLE 
Lenny Linebacker has developed a bad 
habit of looking ahead too often. Whether 
he gets the win or loss, he has become 
almost robotic in the way he goes about 
his business. He has been encouraged by 
his Peak Performance coach to spend more 
time in reflection. Now, after every start he 
spends at least 15 to 20 minutes in deep 
reflection. His time is guided by his Did 
Well/Do Better journal.

He has found that after doing this regularly, 
he is able to make simple changes, his 
learning has deepened, and his focus has 
become unparalleled.
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WHAT ABOUT MINDFULNESS?
The term mindfulness is one that has received 
a lot of attention lately. It has been popular-
ized by practitioners such as Jon Kabat-Zinn, 
and apps such as Headspace, amongst oth-
ers. One of the key elements of mindfulness 
is that it asks the participant to pay attention 
in a particular way about different thoughts, 
feelings, and emotions non-judgmentally. 

Although there is nothing wrong with mind-

fulness, reflection (as described in this man-
ual) is highly intentional. Here, we are specif-
ically reviewing, replaying, and remembering 
different scenarios that occurred during prac-
tice and competition. Furthermore, we are 
then taking this information and formulating 
a plan of what we can do better the next time 
around. Whereas mindfulness has an element 
of passiveness, reflection is driven by proac-
tive intent.
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JOURNALING
HOW TO DO IT
There are many methods of effec-
tive journaling. Here are 3:

Stream of Consciousness Jour-
naling: For a pre-determined 
amount of time (i.e. 10 minutes), 
freely write everything that comes 
to your mind. No limits.

Book of Wins: Keep a journal that 
has compliments, accolades, and 
all “wins” that you have accrued 
over the course of time.

Personal Planning Notebook: 
This type of journaling can be as 
structured or unstructured as you 
want. It can contain everything 
from appointments and phone 
numbers to lecture notes and per-
sonal observations.

WHAT IT IS I 
Journaling is the kinesthetic version of re-
flection (head-pen-paper). The benefits of
journaling are tremendous, and it can take 
you to new heights. Not only can it be
therapeutic in unloading thoughts and 
emotions onto paper, but it is also benefi-
cial in organizing ideas, plans, and remem-
bering important information well after it 
is written(5, 16, 17).

Benefit: See REFLECTION.

EXAMPLE
Selena Softball originally thought she 
could remember everything. When she 
was challenged to begin journaling, she 
fought against it. One of her mentors she 
looks up to in the Big Leagues is an avid 
note-taker, and uses journals regularly. Af-
ter picking up a few tips, Selena has begun 
to take notes during games, in meetings, 
and at random times during the course of 
the week.

As a result, Selena can easily reference 
material on opponents, her memory has 
improved, and she is able to organize her 
thoughts more clearly.
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STREAM OF CONCIOUSNESS JOURNAL
Write in this space for 10 minutes without stopping...
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AROUSAL REGULATION

ADD FUEL 
To add more fuel to the fire, you 
can add a healthy dose of the 
following to ensure that you 
are  in even greater position to 
perform at high levels: 

• Personal Free Time
• Healthy Meals &  
   Hydration
• Reading
• Massage
• Laughter
• Sleep/Naps
• Yoga
• Quality Family Time
• Music
• Movies
• Fun
• Deep Breathing
• Meditation/Prayer
• TV
• Bike/Walking
• Healthy Distractions

WHAT IT IS
A majority of the tactical mental skills are to 
down-regulate physical and psychological 
activity. There are times when you need to 
work up to a more engaged psychological and 
physiological state. When all is said and done, 
you need to be able to bridle these emotions 
for optimal performance(2, 12, 13, 14, 21).

Benefit: Primes the body for increased levels 
of energy output.

THE TURN UP
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HOW TO UP-REGULATE
1. Begin a physical warm-up. The biochemis-
try of a physical warm-up can positively affect 
your cognition.

2. Select and say  your command words (i.e. 
“Attack”, “Focus”, “React”, “Strong”, etc.). These 
words, coupled with subsequent actions, can 
jump-start adrenaline with practice.

3. Intense, high-energy music when used cor-
rectly can increase readiness; this is arguably 
one of the most popular ways of revving up 
psychologically.

4. Affirmations are a powerful way to height-
en psychological readiness. Repeat your  af-
firmation(s) multiple times as you prepare to 
engage in competition.

5. Use cue images. Cue images can be phys-
ical posters/images or can be predetermined 
mental images that you have developed to get 
ready for competition.

COMMAND WORDS CUE IMAGES MUSIC
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TACTICAL BREATHING

WHAT IT IS
Breathing is paramount in your  
ability to perform (2, 18). Brain func-
tioning is dependent on two pri-
mary elements, oxygen and glu-
cose. If you are in control of your 
breathing, you will be in control 
of your performance (16, 17).

Benefit: Gives you control. Han-
dled properly, breathing is the 
proverbial steering wheel, accel-
erator, and the brake in perfor-
mance.

HOW TO DO IT
 
There are many breathing techniques 
that are effective for various reasons: 
Slowing down heart rate, refocusing, 
decreasing performance anxiety, etc. 
Choose the one that is best for you. Keep 
in mind that based on prior conditioning 
levels and ability, you may (or may not) 
be able to execute longer counts. Please 
adjust accordingly.

Centering Breath: As suggested by Dr. 
Jason Selk, a centering breath using a 6 
second inhale, 2 second HOLD, followed 
by a 7 second exhale is effective in get-
ting air into the diaphragm (18). A center-
ing breath takes 15 seconds, but the ef-
fects are long lasting.

4-4-4 Technique: Inhale for a 4-second 
count through your nose. HOLD the 
breath for another 4-second count. Then 
fully exhale for the final 4 seconds. A var-
iation of this technique is to hold for AD-
DITIONAL 4 seconds after the exhale; 
sometimes referred to as a “4 x 4”. Re-
peat for approximately 5 minutes.

3-2-5 Technique: Inhale for a 3-second 
count through your nose. HOLD the 
breath for another 2-second count. Then 
fully exhale for 5 seconds. Repeat for 5 
minutes.

SLOW DOWN & REFOCUS
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EXAMPLE
Gavin has always been a good golfer. He 
has recently been competing in more 
top-tier tournaments. Since this has hap-
pened, however, his performance anxiety 
has increased dramatically. He finds him-
self thinking about a multitude of things 
that don’t even matter. Gavin begins to 

use a centering breath in his routine be-
fore his shots. As he begins to master 
this technique, he has since added a 4 x 
4 technique while he waits on his compe-
tition between shots.

Gavin has noticed a dramatic improve-
ment in his production, and now utilizes 
tactical breathing daily.

TRY COUNTING BACKWARDS
Another simple technique that you can use is counting backwards. As 
simple as it sounds, taking deep breaths, while simultaneously counting 
backwards from 10 or even random numbers (i.e. 38) will help you re-
align yourself. Challenge yourself to commit to doing this at least 2-3 
times during the next practice or competition.  
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